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Abstract—Understanding road networks plays an important role
in navigation applications such as self-driving vehicles and route
planning for individual journeys. Intersections of roads are essential
components of road networks. Understanding the features of an
intersection, from a simple T-junction to larger multi-road junctions
is critical to decisions such as crossing roads or selecting safest
routes. The identification and profiling of intersections from satellite
images is a challenging task. While deep learning approaches offer
state-of-the-art in image classification and detection, the availability
of training datasets is a bottleneck in this approach. In this paper,
a labelled satellite image dataset for the intersection recognition
problem is presented. It consists of 14,692 satellite images of
Washington DC, USA. To support other users of the dataset, an
automated download and labelling script is provided for dataset
replication. The challenges of construction and fine-grained feature
labelling of a satellite image dataset are examined, including the issue
of how to address features that are spread across multiple images.
Finally, the accuracy of detection of intersections in satellite images
is evaluated.

Keywords—Satellite images, remote sensing images, data
acquisition, autonomous vehicles, robot navigation, route planning,
road intersections.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROAD networks are divided into two main components;

roads segments and junctions. Junctions, termed

”intersections” in the navigation literature, are critical areas

in a road network where vehicles, robots or people take active

decisions, such as crossing roads and changing directions.

Intersections include three features: location, degree

(number of branches) and shape. The location is defined by the

longitude and latitude of an intersection’s centre. The degree

determines the number of segments of roads that meet together

to create the intersection. The intersection’s shape is an angular

arrangement of its branches, such as a T or Y junction [1],

[2].

Predefining intersection features increases the flexibility of

route planning so users can include or exclude intersections

according to their preferences. For vehicles, signal

intersections increase journey time and fuel consumption [3],

[4]. For people, especially the visually impaired, the inclusion

of simple intersections and the exclusion of complex

intersections increases the safety of their journey [5], [6].
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Identification of intersections is a key task to extract road

networks from satellite images, especially in a complex urban

area [7], [8].

Satellite images are a promising source of data for

identifying intersections’ features, with three particular

advantages. First, they capture different intersection structures

and types. Secondly, they provide global coverage (e.g. Google

Maps images), allowing for widely applicable detection

approaches and models. Thirdly, they can be used in an offline

process to extract map information.

This article aims to test the ability of deep learning

models to identify the existence of intersections in satellite

images, paving the way to enhanced route planning and road

network extraction. Fit-for-purpose datasets are, in general, a

bottleneck for machine learning approaches, particularly for

the more data-reliant deep learning approaches. Benchmark

datasets also serve to allow evaluation of the progress of a

research community in a particular problem. Previously, used

satellite image datasets have been very limited in terms of the

number of images [8], [9], [10], which has been a limitation

for progress in this area. In this paper, the largest satellite

image dataset to date, for use in the intersection identification

problem, is presented. In addition, the problem of objects’

partial coverage in a satellite image is addressed. The dataset

is used in the creation of several deep learning models, and

the accuracy of each in detecting intersections is determined.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II discusses

related work. Construction of datasets, including capture,

annotation, and availability is explained in Section III. In

Section IV, details of experiments are defined, while results

are displayed and examined in Sections V and VI. Finally, the

main points are highlighted in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Research work in detection of road features and

intersections can be grouped based on the data source used,

the type of task or the purpose of the intersection detection

and the approaches used.

In terms of data, a variety of types have been used for

intersection detection to date, including images [11], Open

Street Map (OSM) data [2], videos [12], [13], [14], LiDAR

sensors [15], and vehicle trajectories [16], [17], [18]. LiDAR

sensors are very expensive, limiting their scope for blanket

coverage. Vehicle trajectories and videos are limited in their

coverage as they gather specific routes and/or are captured

at ground or close to ground level. OSM has the attraction

of openly available data, but at this point, coverage and data
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quality problems (e.g. accuracy and topological errors) are not

fully resolved. These shortcomings make using images the best

option.

Images taken from different perspectives have been used in

intersection detection, e.g. images from vehicles [19], images

from pedestrian perspectives [20], static street level (Google

Street View images (GSV)) [11], and remote sensing (overhead

distance) images [8], [9], [10]. Images from vehicles and

pedestrian perspectives are used to detect intersections in

real-time, during a journey, rather than advance route planning.

Street level images such as GSV images do not capture the

details of big intersections, as street level image coverage is

limited. This work focuses on remote-sensing images, which

capture roads from sufficient distance for the coverage needed

to identify intersections. In previous work, remote-sensing

datasets have been limited in size and none of them include

the degree of intersection (number of branches) as a label

[9], [10], [5]. The size limitation prevents from training deep

learning approaches. This was the motivation for constructing

the benchmark dataset presented here.

Two high level task categories are identified, in which

intersection detection from images is discussed (1) real-time

and (2) static. For real-time tasks, intersection shape is

detected on-the-fly to help in navigation applications such as

autonomous vehicles [11], [21], [19], and robotic navigation

[20]. In the static task scenario, the location and shape of

intersections are determined to generate persistent knowledge

for other tasks [7], [8]. Static tasks are offline processes

for extracting map information (such as the location of

intersections, traffic lights, public areas, etc.) and road

networks. It is considered the backbone of a route selection

task [9], [10], which is of particular interest in intersection

detection.

Physically, intersection regions can be complicated,

frequently obscured by obstructions and shadows of other

objects such as buildings, trees, and vehicles [9], [8]. To handle

this complexity, deep learning is used. As a state-of-the-art

approach in the field of computer vision, deep learning has

been applied in many remote-sensing applications such as a

road extraction [22], scene classification [23], and automatic

building extraction [24]. The problem of intersection detection

has been tackled to date using three approaches: classification,

road detection and object detection. Kumar et al. [12] detect

the existence of intersections in a video using a network

consisting of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), bi-long

short-term memory (LSTM), and Siamese-CNN. Different

CNN and LSTM architectures were used to classify images

and videos to multiple types of intersections [25], [19], [21].

These previous works did not use satellite images as a source

of data and were focused on real-time intersection detection,

limiting their benefits towards route planning.

Rebai et al. [13], Costea et al.[8], and Tümen and Ergen [11]

used various approaches to detect roads. Then, after detecting

roads, Rebai et al. [13] and Tümen and Ergen [11] classified

images from vehicles to intersection types, while Costea

et al.[8] utilized generative adversarial networks (GANs) to

detect intersections from satellite images. In this approach,

the accuracy of intersection detection relies on the preceding

road extraction stage. Although Costea et al.[8] used satellite

images, they did not detect the features of intersection or

discuss the partial covering of intersection on satellite images.

Saeedimoghaddam and Stepinski [26] detected intersections

from historical map images using Faster RCNNs. In this

approach, the image were not up to date, the features of

intersection were not detected, and the problem of partial

coverage of intersection in images was not addressed. In the

approach presented here, deep learning is also used, given

its ability to address complex visual tasks such as image

classification, object detection and segmentation.

Detecting the locations and features of intersections, and

making this static information available is important for

applications such as route planning. Looking at research work

on this problem, none of the datasets available include both the

location of intersection and the degree (number of branches).

This limits the use of the intersection information for

downstream applications that need to understand intersection

features for decision making. Also, most of the previous works

treat the problem solely as a classification problem, rather than

detecting the location and scale of intersections with object

detection. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the problem

of partial coverage of intersection in satellite images is not

discussed in previous work.

III. DATASET CONSTRUCTION

This dataset aims to capture satellite images that

support the detection of road intersections and intersection

features. Images cover intersections with different shapes and

orientations. Each image is annotated with an intersection class

(a positive class) or a no-intersection class (a negative class).

A. Dataset Capturing

The aim here is to capture a dataset for an urban city

area, using a public aerial image source, to support supervised

training of models that will detect the existence of road

intersections in aerial images. This dataset uses Google Maps

as a source of images. Google Map has two advantages. First,

images can be downloaded with a zoom level that captures

the details of an intersection area. Second, Google Maps has

a global coverage, so the approach used here can be expanded

or re-used for other areas. Some decisions need to be made

before downloading images, which will be explained here in

detail.

Google provides a choice of magnification levels. Zoom

level 19 was used here as intersection details are visible at this

level. Four types of images can be downloaded using the maps

static API: roadmap, terrain, satellite and hybrid [27]. The first

two types are maps that are generated by Google. To make

this work more general and widely applicable, raw images

are preferred as these represent images that could in theory

come from any equivalent satellite source. Hybrid images are

notated satellites images. They have been labelled by Google

to highlight roads and display street names. The satellite

images are raw, so roads and intersections may be obscured

or hidden by other objects such as trees. The hybrid data has

more visual clues but the satellite images are more typical of
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other data sources. Both were used to create two datasets: a

satellite intersection dataset and a hybrid intersection dataset,

see Fig. 1.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Hybrid and satellite Google Map images for the same location: (a)
Satellite image and (b) Hybrid image

The main objective here is to build a model to discover

intersections from images in one city. To capture a city at zoom

level = 19, tiles that cover the whole city were downloaded.

The size of each tile is 256 * 256 pixels (58.98 km2 geographic

size). In this case study, Washington DC is used. It represents

a large U.S urban area. It also has intersection location

information available via a published Government dataset to

assist in ground truth verification. Before using tiles as a source

of images and the Government dataset as a labeling source, a

quality check was performed on the data sources used.

A quality report was made for tiles that contain

intersections. In this quality report, various factors were

evaluated; the correctness of the intersection’s center and

the perfectness of an image’s coverage of an intersection.

This quality check revealed a major problem with the tile

coverage. 76 % of tiles that contain an intersection according

to the Government dataset source did not fully cover the

entire intersection (i.e. contained a partial intersections).

This problem means that many of the images presented

partial, incomplete visuals of a road intersection, making their

identification more complicated, as shown in Fig. 2. To address

this, a way to take a wider view of the tiles is needed, taking

bordering tiles into consideration, rather than treating each tile

as an isolated artefact. To solve this, a method for capturing

an area between tiles was developed. A 256 * 256 window

was shifted with 50 % in horizontal and vertical axes to cover

each region between tiles, see Fig. 3. Blue rectangles represent

tiles. After applying the overlapping method on the first tile,

eight new images were created. These new images cover the

spaces between the tiles. This method will guarantee that each

road intersection will be fully contained in at least one image.

This means that if an intersection is partially contained in

an image, it will be treated as a negative instance. Using the

overlapping method, each partial intersection will be also fully

covered in another image. This is based on the assumption

that intersections are less than half the width and height of a

tile (i.e. 58.98 km2). Consequently, the model can detect all

intersections in a test region. This work resolves the partial

coverage of an object in a remote sensing image. The zoom

Fig. 2 Partial Intersection Examples

Fig. 3 Overlapping method

level and amount of shifting are suitable for an intersection

but they will need to be adjusted again according to an object

under consideration.

In this dataset, the image size is 256 * 256 pixels. If the

intersection centre is located at least 50 pixels away from

the border, it will be considered as an intersection. If it is

located in the image within 50 pixels’ width around the image,

this means that the image partially covers the intersection. It

will not be annotated as an intersection. Using the proposed

method, the partially covered intersection will be captured and

annotated in another image.

B. Dataset Annotation

The first version of the dataset is constructed and annotated

to support a classification problem: defining whether an image

contains a road intersection or not. Each image was labeled

with a positive or negative example. A method was developed

to annotate images automatically using the verified intersection

points dataset from the Washington DC government website

[28]. In this dataset, intersections’ locations are defined [29]. If

an image covers an area that contains at least one intersection,

it was defined as a positive instance (an intersection class),

see Fig. 4. Otherwise, it was defined as a negative example

(a no-intersection class), see Fig. 5. The positive intersection

class includes 7,342 images. The negative class includes 7,350

images. Some images include more than one intersection.

It is important to include negative examples (no-intersection

class) in the dataset for training, developing, and testing

phases. No-intersection class includes both images that do not

include any intersection as shown in Fig. 5 and images that

include just part of one intersection as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4 Intersection Examples

Fig. 5 No-intersection Examples

The intersections of roads with private alleys are not

included in the intersection points dataset [29]. In Google

Map images, they look like regular intersections (roads

intersections), see Section VI. These paths can be a footpath,

a garage entrance, a bike path, a small path between houses.

Fig. 6 contains examples of these paths in google street

view. In the images dataset, these have not been labelled as

intersections.

To summarise, after capturing and annotating the dataset,

two types of datasets were constructed: a satellite intersection

dataset and a hybrid intersection dataset. Each one has two

classes: intersection and no-intersection. In each dataset,

the intersection category contains 7342 images and the

no-intersection category contains 7350 images.

C. Dataset Availability

An ongoing problem in this domain is the lack of

shared datasets for benchmarking techniques and avoidance of

re-labelling. A goal of this work is to make the two datasets

constructed here easily available to the research community.

Google’s terms and conditions prevent direct publication or

distribution of the images. In order to make the datasets

accessible, an automated script has been provided to generate

replica labelled datasets via the Google Maps static API

(but using the API key of the downloader). The script will

automatically download the exact satellite and hybrid images

of our dataset. The script will also automatically apply the

same image ground truth annotations as per our datasets. This

method does not collide with the Google’s use terms and

conditions because it does not publish any of Google data.

The images used in these datasets were downloaded without

cost, using the free allocation of images for Google Maps

static API, as of publication date. The automated script and

instructions are available to download [30].

IV. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS FOR

INTERSECTION CLASSIFICATION

It is useful to determine how accurately the presence or

absence of road intersections in a map tile (i.e. image)

can be distinguished using a supervised machine learning

approach. Given the cost of acquiring and annotating labelled

map data, it is also helpful to investigate how much trained

data are really needed to get reasonable results. Specifically,

the drop in detection accuracy is examined as the size of

training data is gradually reduced. As part of this, models

are created both from scratch and using a pre-trained transfer

learning approach. The impact on accuracy of each data source

(raw satellite and hybrid datasets) is observed. In addition,

a comparison between architectures’ results in intersection

classification is done.

To address an intersection classification problem, a

variety of state-of-the-art CNN architectures were trained

and evaluated. Xception [31], InceptionResNetV2 [32], and

ResNet152V2 [33] were used. These were trained using a

satellite intersection dataset and a hybrid intersection dataset

(the details about these datasets are available in Section III).

A. Approach and Method

For all experiments, Keras with TensorFlow as a back-end

was used. For in-built data augmentation during training,

images were flipped horizontally and vertically. At a

future stage more elaborate augmentation methods such

as shifting and brightness may be considered. In the

pre-processing stage, pixel values were normalized. Xception

[31], InceptionResNetV2 [32], and ResNet152V2 [33] were

used. It is useful to understand the extent to which pre-existing

models can be built on, so as to reduce reliance on labelled

data and expensive annotation. Therefore, these architectures

were trained twice. First, they were trained from scratch.

Second, they were fine-tuned. A batch size of 16 was used

with the Adam optimizer [34]. The datasets are randomly split

to 70 % for training, 20 % for validation, and 10% for testing.

To evaluate the classification models, class accuracy (recall)

and overall accuracy were used, as shown in Equations 1 and

2.

Recall =
True Positives

True Positives + False Negatives
(1)

Accuracy =
True Positives

Total number of images
(2)

In previous work, different metrics were used for evaluation

such as accuracy, F1 and confusion matrices. Bhatt et al.

[25] identified road intersections from monocular cameras and

used accuracy, precision, recall and F1 to measure success.

Kumar et al. [12] determined the existence or absence of

an intersection in a video and reported accuracy and F1.

Oeljeklaus et al. [19] and Koji and Kanji [21] used confusion

matrices to evaluated intersection classification. Accuracy
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Fig. 6 Google Street View images for a small path intersection

TABLE I
RESULT OF A HYBRID DATASET CLASSIFICATION (TRAINING FROM SCRATCH)

Architectures Intersection recall Nointersection recall Accuracy

Xception 92% 92% 92%

InceptionResNetV2 89% 87% 88%

ResNet152V2 91% 90% 90%

TABLE II
RESULT OF A HYBRID DATASET CLASSIFICATION (TRANSFER LEARNING)

Architectures Intersection recall Nointersection recall Accuracy

Xception 93% 92% 93%

InceptionResNetV2 93% 93% 93%

ResNet152V2 94% 93% 94%

alone does not give a sense of the model’s result. F1 is a

function of precision and recall. It is used when the model

seeks a balance between precision and recall. Recall is more

important in the intersection detection problem as there is a

high cost associated with false-negatives (image is classified

as an intersection while it is not an intersection). A confusion

matrix is used to compute the initial calculation about a model

but is hard to compare between two models. By using recall,

an insight is gained into whether the model is doing the same

on both classes – or whether it is stronger at detecting one

class over the other.

V. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

Several experiments were designed to evaluate the ability

of deep learning models to classify satellite and hybrid

images to intersection and no-intersection classes. Each of

the two constructed datasets (satellite and hybrid) were

used to train state-of-the-art ConvNet architectures: Xception,

InceptionResNetV2, and ResNet152V2. Both datasets are used

to train CNNs from scratch and using transfer learning. After

training the various CNNs from scratch, the result of detecting

the existence of intersection or not in an images is evaluated

on test sets, see Tables I and II. After using transfer learning,

the results of models is shown in Tables III and IV.

Using a hybrid intersection dataset as training data,

Xception model reaches the highest accuracy at 92%, with

equal recall on both classes. Using transfer learning, the

highest accuracy is achieved using Resnet at 94%. Using

a satellite intersection dataset as training data from scratch,

Xception is still highest, reaching 89% accuracy in a test set.

By using transfer learning it jump up to 90%.

In general, models that were trained on a satellite

intersection dataset perform worse than the same models

when they were trained on a hybrid intersection dataset. It

is observed that visual interruptions such as shadows covering

the area of intersection, see Section VI, negatively impact the

performance of the satellite model. In addition, hybrid images

contain notated visual clues in the vicinity of intersections

such as street names, which may guide the model. There is

no room to conduct comparative experiments as no similar

dataset is available, as shown in Section II.

Labeled datasets are expensive and time consuming to

produce. In the following, the proportion of the dataset needed

to build a mode which can classify images will be examined.

Fig. 7 shows the accuracy of models which are fine-tuned

with different percentages of the satellite training dataset. All

of them are tested in the same test set. Looking at the slope of

the accuracy curve, it can be seen that at 20% of the dataset

(2,644 images for both classes), the accuracy is beginning to

level off, reaching an accuracy of 77% or less.

VI. QUALITATIVE RESULTS

In this section, examples that were correctly categorized

and examples that were incorrectly categorized were studied

to understand the model and interpret the cause of errors.

Table IV declares that the fine-tuned Xception model achieves

the best result on the satellite test set, so it was used for

investigation on the result. Fig. 8 shows the qualitative results

of the model. Images in Row 1 and Row 2 display that
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TABLE III
RESULT OF A SATELLITE DATASET CLASSIFICATION (TRAINING FROM SCRATCH)

Architectures Intersection recall Nointersection recall Accuracy

Xception 90% 89% 89%

InceptionResNetV2 86% 87% 86%

ResNet152V2 86 % 85% 86%

TABLE IV
RESULT OF A SATELLITE DATASET CLASSIFICATION (TRANSFER LEARNING)

Architectures Intersection recall Nointersection recall Accuracy

Xception 91% 89% 90%

InceptionResNetV2 88% 90% 89%

ResNet152V2 88% 85% 87%

Fig. 7 Accuracies obtained with different fine-tuned models using different
percentages of usage satellite dataset: Y-axis represents the accuracy of

models while X-axis represents the percentage of used dataset. Blue, orange
and gray lines represent the accuracy of Xception, InceptionResNetV2, and

ResNet152V2 models

the model can predict a class of an image even if the

context is complex (different types, orientations, and sizes

of intersections, shadows overlapping). The model incorrectly

classifies some images as positive examples for different

reasons such as intersection with alleys, bridges overlapping,

buildings seem like streets, part of a big intersection (4

degrees) looks like a small intersection (3 degrees), as shown

in the Row 3. This raises an interesting issue around the

definition of intersection. Our working assumption is that an

intersection of roads is at a single level. The false positive

examples in Row 3 show roads that cross over (rather

than physically intersect) at different heights. They are not

considered as intersections in our definition. One way to

address this is to increase the number of examples of these

types of multi-level intersections as negative examples in

the training set, to bridge the semantic gap. On the other

hand, the model incorrectly classifies some images as negative

examples while they include intersections. The main reasons

are tress and trees’ shadows which cover part or whole of

an intersection, as shown in the last Row. Even for a human

being, it is hard to define the intersection if it is fully covered

by trees.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Pre-defining road intersections is a significant task for

applications such as routing planning and road network

extraction. This paper presented a substantial dataset for road

intersection detection. Two types of data were gathered: a

raw satellite images dataset and a hybrid dataset with street

name notations. Each dataset includes 14,692 images from

Washington DC. The construction and annotation of the

datasets are explained, including an automated tool for labelled

dataset replication by other researchers. A overlapping sliding

window approach is presented to address the issue of objects

split across multiple satellite images. Three state-of-the-art

CNN architectures were utilized to determine how accurately

the existence of intersections can be detected from satellite

images. The results of models that are trained from scratch or

fine-tuned using both datasets were compared. The fine-tuned

ResNet152V2 model trained on hybrid images achieved the

best accuracy of 94%. About 40% of each dataset (5,289

images) can be used to train models and reach an accuracy

of 80% or greater.

In the next stage of the work, it is planned to extend the

labeling of the datasets to include the location and number

of branches in each intersection. Object detection models will

also be used to detect the intersections and define their degree

in images.
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(a)

(b)
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(d)

Fig. 8 Qualitative results: (a) True positive examples, (b) True negative examples, (c) False positive examples, and (d) False negative examples
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